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Background
Bichitra Pathshala, an organization dedicated to learning with
moving images, initiated this programme in the year 2014,
with a view to create a platform for teachers to share their
expertise, experience and innovations, so that they could get
inspired by each other’s work and experience. Birla Industrial
& Technological Museum came forward as a collaborator and
helped in many ways to give shape to this programme. Since its
year of inception, the programme “Learning with Moving
Images” has been hosted by BITM. In 2014 there were 17
participants from different schools and B.Ed colleges of
Kolkata. There were presentations for different levels of
learners, right from class I to class XII. Several presentations
sparkled with innovative use of technology and attempts to
integrate subjects like history and biology in the teaching
learning designs. However, on advice from some senior
educationists, the programme was kept non competitive in its
year of inception. All the participants were awarded
certificates of appreciation by the Chief Guest P.
Mukhopadhyay from WEBEL Infotech.

Participation in 2017
In the year 2017, there was a remarkable increase in the
number of participants, so much so, that the presentations had
to be held in two parallel venues – one for teachers of primary
school and the other for teachers of middle and senior school.
There were 13 presentations in the primary school category
and 22 presentations by middle and senior school teachers.
The total number of participants was 45.

Participants of Learning with Moving Images 2017

Teachers came down all the way from Durgapur, Medinipur
and Bankura to participate in the competition. Presentations
were made in English, Bengali and Hindi, on a diverse array of
subjects ranging from languages to science, mathematics to
geography, history to commerce. Teachers used appropriate
film clips to make the lessons colourful and interesting; they
blended use of technology with dramatization, role play,
demonstrations and live specimens; they integrated subjects
like maths, physics and chemistry to bring out different facets
of a natural process and they also used online learning tools to
encourage self learning among the students. Lived experience
of the child was integrated into the pedagogy in unique ways.
One teacher used the national anthem to teach geographical
and cultural diversity of our country. Another teacher took up

the vanishing art of letter writing as the subject of the day, to
be taught in class.
A panel of jury constituting experienced educationists
evaluated the presentations and highlighted their strengths
and weaknesses.

Jury
The presentations of the senior teachers were judged by Dr.
Mrinal Mukherjee and Dr. Parijat Chakraborty.Dr. Mukherjee
is an assistant professor in the Department of Education,
Bankura University. He has an experience of teaching in
Secondary Teachers’ Training College for nearly 10 years along
with experience of counselling students in Distance Mode in
undergraduate and post graduate level of Teacher education
of IGNOU and NSOU. He has a vast experiencing of providing
consultancy to different government and nongovernment
organization, like SCERT, WB, JBNSTS, SCF etc, in conducting
research and designing and implementing training for teacher
and science workshops for students.
Dr. Parijat Chakrabarty is the mentor of the Innovation Hub at
BITM. He is also an IT faculty at Techno India University.
Through Dr. Chakrabarty’s mediation, about 20 students of the
Innovation Hub had come as student jury. They wrote their
comments on every presentation and asked some pertinent
questions.
Presentations of the primary school teachers were judged by
Ms. Roshni Ghosh and Ms. Godhuli Banerjee. Ms. Ghosh is a
senior English teacher at Loreto Day School, Sealdah. She is
also a Fulbright scholar and had been sent to Ireland on a
teachers’ exchange programme. Ms. Godhuli Banerjee is a
mentor at Modern Academy of Continuing Education. She coordinates the certificate course in Teachers Training (CTTC)
conducted by MACE under the aegis of Calcutta University.
After the presentations, at the end of the day, the jury agreed
that sitting through the presentations was a great learning
experience for them and it was encouraging to see the
teachers giving as much attention to pedagogy as to the
content.
It is interesting to note that even though the student jury
consisted of science students, they were equally appreciative
of science lessons and English lessons. One student has
written about the lesson on The Road not Taken, “Since I have
it in my syllabus, the video helped me understand the poem
better.” The same student writes about Behavioural
adaptations, “The starting of the lesson was awesome. Very
humorous”.

Dr. Subir Nag and Dr. Mrinal Mukherjee

About the lesson on The Story of Jim Hau, most students concur
that the topic is very relevant and the lesson can be taken in
different schools to reduce bullying. This particular lesson,
conducted by Moumita Ray, of Mahadevi Birla Shishu Vihar,
was awarded the Student Jury Award.
It is clear from the comments made by the student jury that
film clippings are an effective tool in triggering a student’s
curiosity on any subject.

Valedictory programme

Chief Guest Dr. Anupam Basu

The valedictory programme was held on the afternoon of 25th
of August at BITM. It was presided over by Dr. Anupam Basu,
Chairman & Head of Centre for Educational Technology,
Kharagpur IIT. Dr. Basu is also a professor and ex Head of
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Kharagpur
IIT. He has given leadership in many prestigious programmes
like empowering the different departments of the GoWB, with
local language based e-governance and enabling the schools
and colleges with localization tools for using computers. From
2002 to 2009, Dr. Basu has been the Research Director, Media
Lab Asia program, IIT Kharagpur Hub.

The afternoon’s programme began with the welcome address
by Sk. Emdadul Islam, Director, BITM. He welcomed the
community that is singularly responsible for building future
citizens of the nation and appreciated their efforts of keeping
pace with the times.

Sk. Emdadul Islam, Director, BITM

Mrinal Mukherjee
sharing his
thoughts

In his address to the teachers, Dr. Basu said with his
characteristic humility, “Those who can, do. Those who
cannot, teach. Those who cannot teach, train teachers.”He
congratulated all the teachers for participating in Learning with
Moving Images and said that the wonderful lesson plans
should be put up in the public domain for the benefit of the
larger teaching community of the country. Dr. Basu offered to
upload all the lesson plans on the learning portal opened and
maintained by IIT Kharagpur.
Before the results were declared and certificates awarded, jury
member Mrinal Mukherjee was called to share his summative
comments. He congratulated the organizers for initiating this
competition and said that a systematic impact study should be
made on this endeavour and the diversity of pedagogical
methods presented should be carefully analysed.

Teachers wait eagerly
for the event to start

PRESENTATIONS BY PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
Certificates of accomplishment and their
citations

Certificates of appreciation and their
citations

Special jury award to Madhuri Chatterjee,
teacher, Mahadevi Birla World Academy, for
innovative usage of video clips and hands on
activities to integrate the humane concept
of sharing in teaching ‘division’ to students
of Class II.

Deepa Mankotia of Army Public School,
Kolkata generated awareness among
students on the dangers of global warming
through a cool PPT.

Special jury award to Subrata Chakrabarty,
teacher, Birla High School for Boys, for an
introduction to letter writing which put in
historical perspective the need for writing
letters through an animated presentation
involving music and visual aids.

Hema Seal & Anamika Srivastava of
Mahadevi Birla Shishu Vihar presented a
lesson plan on “From a railway carriageR.L.Stevenson” using relevant film clips of
varied train journeys of the students’
favourite characters to train their thoughts
to vocabulary expansion.

Special jury award to Sneha Khemka,
teacher, Akshar School, for a lively lesson
design on ‘non material heritage of India’,
which brought alive the cultural diversity of
our country using a video presentation,
performances, worksheets and interactive
learning.

Ahuti Tiwari of Mahadevi Birla World
Academy presented a lesson plan which
brought out the vital role of wetlands
through film clips, videos and a well
researched presentation.

Third position to Gurbinder Kaur and Ujjaini
Roy, teachers, Mahadevi Birla Shishu Vihar,
for introducing animal life in frigid zones
through a holistic lesson design enriched
with video clips and integrated with
different subjects.

S. Singh& C Bhattacharya of Loreto Day
School, Bowbazar brought alive the
Himalayas using a video, classroom activities
and worksheets.

Second position to Jayanthi Srikant, teacher,
Birla High School for Boys, for an evocative
and well researched interpretation of the
National Anthem using film clips,
worksheets, and interactive learning.

Shahin Qamar of Mahadevi Birla World
Academy made vivid and palpable the
functioning of Our Body using music dance
and animated video clips.

Second position, also to Rakhee Patel,
teacher, Birla High School for Boys, for an
animated and innovative lesson design on
‘mineral wealth’, optimizing technological
resources on the internet and integrating a
method of continuous self assessment in
the learning trajectory of the student.

Jyoti Agarwal of Birla High School for Boys
presented an inspirational lessson on
Swacch Bharat.

Winning position to Renu Segan, Teacher,
Army Public School, Kolkata, for an out of the
box lesson design on ‘light, shadow and
reflection’ by integrating experiments, film
clips and interactive learning.

A proud moment

PRESENTATIONS BY MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
Certificates of accomplishments and their
citations

Certificates of appreciation and their
citations

Special jury award to Suman Majumder,
teacher, Chatta Subid Ali Institute, South 24
Parghanas, for a complex yet lucid lesson
design on ‘behavioural adaptation’, with
appropriate and attractive examples and
integrating interactivity in the lesson design.

Debartha Pal and Antara Guha, teachers,
Mahadevi Birla Shishu Vihar, presented a
lesson design on ‘acid rain’, optimizing
technological resources on the internet and
integrating a method of continuous self
assessment in the learning trajectory of the
student.

Special jury award to Rajani Raman and
Shilpi Ghosh, teachers, Guru Teg Bahadur
Public School, Durgapur, for a well
structured lesson design on the poem The
Road not Taken, that would help develop
the students’ language skills as well as
literary appreciation.

Sudeshna De Halder, Reshmi Laha, Neena
Saili, Sushmita Majumdar, Madhuri Katti,
teachers, Mahadevi Birla World Academy,
for skillfully integrating different disciplines
in a thought provoking lesson on the human
eye and vision. Through this lesson students
will be able to appreciate the application of
fundamental principles of science and
mathematics in their life and existence.

Student jury award to Moumita Ray,
teacher, Mahadevi Birla Shishu Vihar, for
addressing the all important issue of
‘appreciating the other’ through an
engaging lesson in English literature.

Himadry Sekhar Roy, trainee teacher in
Satyapriya Roy College of Education,
presented a complete video lesson on
‘profit and loss’. The lesson, structured in a
child friendly manner, is on a topic relevant
for our everyday life.

Bichitra Pathshala’s Choice to Paramita
Mukherjee, trainee teacher in Institute of
Education for Women, for a lesson design on
a unique topic ‘resources’, introduced most
effectively through an appropriate clipping
of Parash Pathar.

Biman Murmu, trainee teacher in
Satyapriya Roy College of Education,
presented a complete video lesson on
‘human excretory system’, delivered in a
compact way using 3D animation and a well
paced narration.

Third position award to Mrinmoy De,
teacher in Ranaghat Bharati High School,
Nadia for a lesson design on ‘acid base
indicators’ through a dramatic construction

Dr. Dulal Kumar De, Assistant Professor in
Medinipore College, presented a lesson
design on a unique topic ‘wonderful
anomalies in the plant kingdom’, using

with red and blue litmus as indicators. This
unique stimulus will make the classroom
experience of the pupil highly enjoyable and
memorable.

colourful live specimens as well as vibrant
images. The lesson, in addition to imparting
knowledge, will kindle love for nature among
the pupils.

Second position award to Soma Basu, Sujata
Ghosh, Indrani Ghosh and Basundhara
Bhattacharya, teachers, Mahadevi Birla
World Academy, for an exciting lesson design
on ‘physical and chemical changes’, using
appropriate clippings from the popular film
The Martian and integrating a chemistry
lesson with a biology lesson on vegetative
propagation.

Sourina Bose, teacher, Lakshmipat Singhania
Academy, presented a lesson design on a
unique topic ‘narrative strategies in films’,
imparted through clippings of popular films.
Through her lesson she fulfilled Bichitra
Pathshala’s mandate of bringing media
experience of the student into the
classroom.

Winning presentation to Dipankar Pal,
mentor of Tinkering Lab Plus, for a STEM
lesson design on ‘electromagnetism’ through
hands on demonstrations and supporting
videos. The lesson brought out STEM learning
as a powerful tool for empowerment.

Chanchal Maiti, teacher, Krishnanagar
Jatindra Kiran High School, presented a well
researched lesson design on ‘wildlife
conservation’. The idea of biodiversity
through sustainable development was
brought out through diverse examples of
endangered and extinct flora and fauna.

A solemn occasion

Chanchal Maity,
Devika Kar,
Dr. Anupam Basu

Devika Kar reading
out the citations

Dr. Dulal De

Anudhrita Hazarika, teacher, Akshar School,
presented a fun filled lesson design on
‘latitudes and longitudes’, using visual
support as well as 3D model. The activities
and well designed worksheets will help in
reinforcing the key ideas of the lesson.
Meera Kamak, teacher, Akshar School,
presented a very interesting and well
balanced lesson design on ‘circulatory
system’, using physical exercises, games,
graphics and a video. Through these multiple
activities, different types learners will be
attracted to the subject and the learning
experience will be memorable for all.
Arpita Dhara, trainee teacher in Satyapriya
Roy College of Education, presented a
challenging lesson design on ‘DNA’, using
appropriate visual support. A difficult topic
has been introduced in a very effective way
and ended on a philosophical note with
Salvador Dali’s quotation.

Dr. Mrinmoy De

Suman Majumder

Jyoti Agarwal

Subrata
Chakrabarty

Sutapa Aditya, trainee teacher in Institute of
Education for Women, presented an
interesting lesson design on ‘interior layers
of the earth’, that would take the student
from familiar to the unfamiliar, from the
surface of the earth to its core, through the
student’s everyday experiences.
Saswati Chowdhury, trainee teacher in
Satyapriya Roy College of Education,
presented a self contained video lesson on
‘motivation’ using appropriate clippings
from the popular film Chak De.
Sudipta Chatterjee, trainee teacher in
Institute of Education for Women, presented
a well structured lesson on ‘biodiversity’ with
appropriately chosen examples and an
engaging introductory video.
Sumedha Ray and Sreeparna Chaudhuri,
teachers, Mahadevi Birla Shishu Vihar,
presented a fun filled lesson design on
‘forces’, using attractive visuals to trigger the
learner’s curiosity. The lesson succeeded in
making a dry subject interesting.

Vice President speak
Mr. S.V Raman, Vice President of Bichitra Pathshala, proudly
read out the citations while Dr. Anupam Basu awarded the
certificates. After reading out the last citation, he commented
that Bichitra Pathshala is Bichitra indeed, because in the face
of crass commercialization, when the world is driven by
monetary motivation, Bichitra Pathshala is continuing to put in
quality work in a completely voluntary spirit.
S.V Raman reading out the citations

Comments by teachers
Three teachers were handpicked for sharing their experience
of participating in Learning with Moving Images and their
views on an endeavour like this. Paramita Mukherjee, the
youngest participant of this year’s competition said that the
date of the competition fell just before her practice teaching
began and participating in this competition gave her an added
confidence to face the class.

Paramita Mukherjee

Reshmi Laha, who participated for the second time this year,
said that collaborating with four colleagues of her school to
design the lesson plan, was an enriching experience for her.

Reshmi Laha

Jayanthi Srikant, who has been participating for the last three
years, said that she looks forward to participating next year
too.

Jayanthi Srikant

All’s well that ends well
The day ended on a positive note and at a high level of
optimism. In her vote of thanks, Subha Das Mollick thanked
the participants, the jury, the Chief Guest and she thanked
BITM for continuing to support Bichitra Pathshala ever since its
inception. She also thanked Modern Academy of Continuing
Education for lending support whenever required.

Subha Das Mollick

Indeed, Bichitra Pathshala is fortunate to have got the support
of organizations that are truly experienced in the field of
education. Through their support we are moving forward, step
by small meaningful step.
- Report prepared by Subha Das Mollick
Photographs courtesy Suman Majumder

